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ENGRD 202
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5 problems, 100 points, and 150 minutes (no over time).
Please follow these directions to ease grading and to maximize your score.
a) No calculators, books or notes allowed besides the one-sided formula sheet which is being passed out
with this exam. A blank page for tentative scrap work is provided at the back. Ask for extra scrap
paper if you need it.
b) Full credit if




•
•

→free body diagrams← are drawn whenever force or moment balance is used;
correct vector notation is used, when appropriate;

↑→
±

any dimensions, coordinates, variables and base vectors that you add are clearly deﬁned;
all signs and directions are well-deﬁned with sketches and/or words;

→|

reasonable justiﬁcation, enough to distinguish an informed answer from a guess, is given;
you clearly state any reasonable assumptions if a problem seems poorly
poorly deﬁned
deﬁned;
work is I. ) neat,
II. ) clear, and
III.) well organized;

•

your answers are TIDILY REDUCED (Don’t leave simpliﬁable algebraic expressions.);
 your answers are boxed in; and

unless otherwise stated, you will get full credit for, instead of doing a calculation, presenting Matlab
code that would generate the desired answer. To ease grading and save space, your Matlab code
can use shortcut notation like “RAx = 18” instead of, say, “RAX = 18”.
•

c) Substantial partial credit if your answer is in terms of well deﬁned variables and you have not substituted in the numerical values. Substantial partial credit if you reduce the problem to a clearly deﬁned
set of equations to solve.
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1) (20 pts) A candidate rock-climbing device consists of a roller (radius 2 cm) frictionlessly pinned at A to
diagonal-member AC. The length of AC from point A to the wall-contact point at C is LAC =15
cm. The climber (m = 60 kg) hangs from a rope connected to AC by a pin at B. B is on the line
AC and located as shown in the ﬁgure. If needed, assume g =10 m/s2 .
What is the minimum coeﬃcient of friction µ at C that is needed to hold up the climber?

Rock

4) (20 pts) A snow loaded bus-stop awning (shown partially cut away at right) on the side of a building
is supported by horizontal, cantilevered, inverted-T beams. The loading that is carried by one
beam is as shown below.
a) Find the reaction force and couple at the wall at A (the force and moment acting on one
beam from the wall).
b) Draw shear and bending moment diagrams on the axes below. Clearly mark the values of
V and M at x = 0, x = 0.5m, and x = 1m.
c) On the σ − y axes below, graph the tension stress in the beam at A (but just far enough
from the wall that end-eﬀects can be neglected) as a function of vertical position in the
beam. Clearly show where σ = 0 and the values of σ at the top and bottom of the beam.
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5a) (10 pts) The uniform cantilever beam shown below is built into a rigid wall at its left end and has a
vertical force F at its right end. Assume the load is small enough that the beam is linear elastic.
Neglect gravity. You can take as given that
V (x) = −F

and

M (x) = F · (L − x).

Find the deﬂection of the midpoint A of the beam in terms of some or all of F, L, E, and I.
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6)

[not given on exam] Everyone knows that steel is stronger and stiﬀer than balsa wood.
For student projects structures are often built of balsa wood rather than with a stronger engineering material such as steel. A student team makes a solid square-cross-section cantilever
beam (clamped at one end, loaded transversely at the other) and ﬁnds that its failure load is 100
lb. They then plan to take an equal length and equal mass square cross section steel beam
and load it.
Some approximately-correct assumptions about the material properties that you can use:
• The failure stress of mild steel in tension is 100 times that of balsa wood.
• The “Young’s modulus” (the elastic modulus in tension) of steel is 100 times that of balsa.
• The density (mass per unit volume) of steel is 36 times that of balsa wood.
a) What do you predict as the failure load of the steel beam.
Make the standard strength-of-materials assumptions for both beams.
b) Which beam is stiﬀer? What is the ratio of the stiﬀnesses?
(stiﬀness = force/deﬂection)
c) In words, give a qualitative explanation for the solutions you found, or should have found,
above.

